Peekaboo Needs a Friend
Fivephones introduces One More Drop, an original game for smartphones using the Android
platform.
Hnátnice, 18 January 2013 – Fivephones, a family business from the tiny town of Hnátnice, has
launched One More Drop, an original Czech game for phones using Android 2.2 or higher versions,
now available at Google Play. Players have to get through 72 levels requiring both dexterity and
logical skill, guiding a drop of water among various obstacles to a place where a new friend can grow
for the character of Peekaboo. The game is controlled by tilting the phone, and players may create
their own personalized levels.

About the Game
Players are required to grow a friend for the character of Peekaboo, a tiny sprite living in the grass
and feeding on pure water. Players guide a water droplet through a host of obstacles to the right
place. Once the water drops close enough to the target, a new friend will grow. The game is based on
the laws of physics: the water droplet evaporates in contact with a hot obstacle, and steam rises up.
It changes state again once it runs into a cold barrier, drops down or freezes, and so on.

Game Control
Players control the water droplet by tilting the phone left and right. Touch control is also available.
Players may browse directly through the game levels. Each package contains 9 levels, with titles such
as Sly Rungs, Damned Slow Traverse, A Bustle of Niddy Noddies, etc. Each level equals a single
screen. The easiest levels are suitable for approximately 5-year-old children. There is no upper age
limit. The game allows creating up to five player accounts on one phone, so the whole family can play
even if only one of them has an Android-operated phone. Before selecting a player account, the
game displays the high scores achieved by all players, and a table showing three best online players
within the previous three weeks. The game has an original graphic design, and offers an English,
German, or Czech language version.

Creating Additional Levels
Players are expected to do more than just passively follow the pre-programmed obstacles; they may
design their own game levels. Newly created levels can be saved online and made available for other
users.

Game Features
Logical game using water in all states
8x9 levels in the full version
Players may create their own game levels
Browsing between levels
Original graphic design
Control by tilt or touch
Suitable for ages 5–99

Availability
The game is offered either in a free or full version. Free version contains 3 packages with 9 levels
each. Players can only save their own levels online. Free version includes advertising banners.
Full version contains 8 packages with 9 levels each. Players may save 9 custom-created levels, either
online or on their phone. They can also download other players‘ levels and play them offline. Full
version is available at Google Play for $0.99.

Fivephones:
Fivephones is a Czech family business based in the town of Hnátnice. Father and son provide the
game design; daughter-in-law deals with marketing and PR; and grandchildren create the sound
effects. More information about Fivephones available at www.fivephones.com.
Peekaboo also lives on Facebook.
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